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On the Highway to Data
Getting started

Add some dimensions
Getting started
Getting started

Add some classes
Class with red border is active
drawing: “cmd” + mouse movement
drawing: “cmd” + mouse movement
Resize: Mouse wheel or border control areas
Resize: Mouse wheel or border control areas
Sampling of data
Sampling of data

If a class is not defined on an axis, its objects are distributed over the uncovered range.
Right mouse button: Definition of gap areas
Right mouse button: Definition of gap areas
Right click for detailed options
Double click to change sampling range

Open class options
Number of samples

Percentage of objects which are resampled when hitting the “Sample All” button. Can be used to create e.g. a 80% similar dataset

Distribution within the class
Saves the model (not the sampled data)

Exports the sampled data. Export formats can be selected in the global settings.